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For the first time since the pandemic began Henry was able to go to Tanzania in July and see the 

substantial progress that is being made. We continue to help the patients who are poor and widows and 

orphans and to develop our community programs and hospital and develop family medicine in 

Tanzania.  
 

One of our loyal donors has just announced a matching grant of up to $15,000. Please help now 

and double your contribution to the Tanzania health program.  
 

Hospital Development   

Buguruni Anglican Health Centre (BAHC) continues to serve the poor community in Dar es Salaam. 

The plan is to expand to a district-level teaching hospital. We continue to enroll patients who are very 

poor in the Improved Community Health Fund (ICHF), which gives them basic health insurance. 

Through ICHF, the very poor can receive basic healthcare for six dollars per year per family member. 

Unfortunately, most of the very poor do not have the $6 per family member to pay for the insurance, 

because they are only making lesson $0.85 a day per family member.  
 

As with any startup, there have been problems with the billing and payment. In the first six months of 

accepting the ICHF insurance, BAHC received no reimbursement from ICHF and so had to pay for 

medications and other costs. Mr. Barua, the health director at BAHC, has been working with the 

government; and the health center is just beginning to receive some payment. However, as the 

transition continues, BAHC will need more support for these patients until all the glitches are taken 

care of.  
 

                                           
 

Mr. Barua, the health 

director, who has just 

completed his master’s 

degree in public health.  
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The health center will continue to enroll these patients, since it will allow us to see more and more of 

the 60,000 to 80,000 extremely poor patients in our urban community. As we said in the last 

newsletter, our Tanzania partners are setting up saving programs in which each poor family can deposit 

$0.50 a month for each family member in the widows’ saving circles or SEET.  By the end of a year, 

they will have saved enough funds to pay for their own health insurance for the following year.  

 

Babies delivered at the health center 
 

         
                       C-section baby 
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Anania, the health center driver and lab assistant, is pictured below with a baby whom he saw in the 

community. The infant girl lost her mother at two weeks of age and is being cared for by her 

grandmother, who has no resources and was feeding the baby with cow’s milk. The baby is now two 

months old. We personally have given the grandmother formula for the grandchild, a mosquito net, and 

food for herself. Would someone be willing to be her sponsor? She will need baby formula for her first 

year of life, and formula is expensive in Tanzania. 

                                     
 

Diabetes and high blood pressure screening  

In partnership with the Tanzanian Christian Social Service Commission, BAHC and SEET are 

doing screening for hypertension and diabetes. As we have said in previous newsletters, both of  

these conditions are very common in Tanzania. Because they are generally asymptomatic until there are 

complications, they are often ignored until strokes, kidney disease, and other problems occur.  

On this page are pictures from several of the screenings that are, of course, free. They are also good 

advertising for the health center. 
 

                      
 

Notice the colorful material 

used to swaddle the babies. 

These are called kangas and 

are used as wrap around 

dresses for women. 
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           Planning one of the screenings   Checking blood sugar             Counseling a patient 

.                                            

                       Weighing a patient      Recording the results        Checking blood pressure  
 

Family medicine 

Tanzania currently has only two physicians per 100,000 people. At the district and sub-district level, 

there is a major need for doctors who can give a high level of care and supervise lesser-trained doctors 

and nurses. Tanzania does not have and cannot afford to train multiple types of specialist doctors for 

every district and sub-district of the country with its 60 million people. Family medicine doctors 

specifically trained for Tanzanian circumstances are the ideal answer to this need. Currently, Aga Khan 

University has the only family medicine training program in the country.  
 

HTF, SEET, and BAHC are part of a “family medicine working group” of major universities that is 

working with the government to develop and expand family medicine for Tanzania. Dr. Eric Aghan 

now heads the “Family Medicine Development and Research Centre” as a division of SEET and leads 

the family medicine effort.  
 

Dr. Aghan met with the dean of Muhimbili University, Tanzanian’s national medical school. During 

Henry’s visit he and Dr. Aghan also met with the associate dean of Muhimbili University. Both deans 

said that Muhimbili should have started family medicine five years ago. They agreed to work with Dr. 

Aghan and the working group to establish a Muhimbili Department of Family Medicine and a 

residency program at the Buguruni campus. The team is planning the Family Medicine Department 

development and rollout plan and will be looking for a grant to implement this. 

 

SEET  

Health Tanzania helped establish SEET (Socioeconomic Education Transformation for Health) as a 

Tanzania nonprofit in 2016. SEET is a multifaith and local community partnership and is now working 
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with the estimated 420,000 poor people in the Buguruni and Vingunguti neighborhoods and people in 

the rural villages in the isolated rural Rufiji District. SEET partners with churches, mosques, and 

community leaders to address critical issues. It mobilizes everyone to contribute; and international 

resources complement local person power and money.   
 

Currently, SEET is identifying all widows, orphans, and unmarried teen mothers in the designated 

communities and helping them improve and maintain their health, increase their education, and create 

sustainable sources of income. As described in the last newsletter, in the two urban communities and 

the rural villages, 154 volunteers have been trained. Through 2021, 847 orphans, 487 widows, and 40 

teen mothers were identified and received emergency food supplies, health screenings, health referrals, 

school supplies and uniforms, school fees, health insurance, and small business training. circles.  
 

With volunteers, SEET mobilizes the communities to address alcohol and other drugs, violence, and 

AIDS (Ukombozi). They help those already dealing with the problems and prevent further drug abuse, 

violence, and AIDS in the community. By the end of 2021, 61,241 adults and youth had taken the 

three-hour course and discussed what they could and would do for themselves, their families, and the 

community. Six Emotions Anonymous self-help groups were established with recovering addicts and 

survivors of violence, drugs, and HIV/AIDS.          
 

              / 
 

The photos above show Henry and Agnes Mhada, a SEET nurse counselor, with two of the community 

volunteers. Working with the community and the volunteers, SEET continues to identify and help over 

1,200 widows and orphans with emergency food and health care and help them develop saving circles 

and sustainable incomes.  
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Mr. Barua, the health director of BAHC, is pictured with two of the reproductive and child health staff 

members and Erin Ingle, a University of Washington public health student who is helping SEET 

strengthen and expand the family-planning program at the health center. Tanzania is one of the African 

countries with the largest recent increases in population due to a very young population and a weak 

family planning program. Under Henry’s and Dr. Chilowaka’s guidance, Erin is one of three public 

health students doing community research in Tanzania this summer to enhance our programs and 

increase their own education.  
 

Widows 

With Dr. Aghan, Henry visited one of the widows’ savings groups. Initially, the group wanted to do 

tailoring. However, since many of the group members are older, they decided to pool their seed money 

to create a small sundries store. As you can see, they are meeting in a school building. The Tanzania 

government is now providing coordinators to help develop savings and micro-finance groups.  
 

         
 

Above are the widows meeting in the school and a group picture of the SEET team and the widows. 

Each of the widows wanted a hug or handshake picture with Henry. 
                                                            

                                                   
           AIDS orphans 

Begun in 2006, the AIDS orphans program continues under the auspices of SEET. The program assists 

orphans and their caregivers with food, educational support, and healthcare. Multiple times a year, 

SEET distributes food, school supplies, and school uniforms as needed. Shown below are two of the 

distributions. In the first Falisha, a SEET staff member with her son on her back, distributes school 

supplies. In the second, Faidha gives out food. On the third, Faidha is giving out uniforms to the 

orphans. All schools, public and private, require that students wear uniforms, which the families must 

purchase.  
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Returning AIDS orphan graduates 

Three of the AIDS orphan graduates returned to visit SEET and Henry. Their photos are below. Faidha 

is shown with Wastara, now an employed engineer. Neenya in the middle is a nursery schoolteacher 

and Sabrina a tailor. 

                                
 

Malaria grant  

Malaria has dropped from the leading cause of death in Tanzania to the third leading 

   because of the use of insecticide treated bed nets and combination medication. Malaria still represents 

7% of all deaths and is especially dangerous to pregnant women and children under five. There are 

“hotspots” where malaria is not decreasing or even increasing. A number of these hotspots are in the 

Rufiji District.  
 

   For the malaria grant, funded by the Kyeema Foundation in Australia, out of 16,393 villagers, 3,229 

were screened and 897 were found positive for malaria and treated. The approach emphasized 

community-wide testing and treatment and larvicides. Despite several challenges, the program was 

A group photo of 

most of the AIDS 

orphans. 
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largely successful in demonstrating significant decrease in malaria in the treated villages when 

compared to the control villages. 
 

      On the next page are photos of the second set of tests and treatment days in the three villages. Pictured  

  also are Dr. Chilowaka, the SEET director, Dr. Muya, the regional malaria coordinator for the Pwani    

region, Dr. Kamba, the regional medical officer for the Pwani region, and Henry who are meeting to 

discuss the results of the study. The Pwani regional leaders were very pleased with the improvement in 

malaria control and have requested assistance from SEET and Health Tanzania to expand the program to 

other high malaria areas in the region.  

 
    

                                                 
 

               Home-based care 

   The home-based care program has been ongoing since 2008 and serves 25 to 30 patients. Patients are 

generally very sick and often lack social supports. For some it becomes a form of hospice. The program 

provides food, medicine, and checkups. Some of the patients are post stroke, have AIDS, or have 

dementia. As with the AIDS orphan program, numbers are limited due to the lack of money. Faidha is 

the SEET community coordinator who leads the program and visits the patients in their homes. Below 

are photos taken by Faidha who is giving food and medication to the patients and taking blood pressures. 
 

                        
 

Substance abuse 

One of SEET’s important programs has involved training everyone in the community to address 

violence, especially against women and children, alcohol and other drug abuse, and AIDS. SEET then 

enrolls those dealing with substance abuse in Emotions Anonymous, a program that is used widely in 

the United States for a variety of emotional issues. It follows the same format as Alcoholics 

Anonymous. SEET was able to translate the Emotions Anonymous manual into Kiswahili. Agnes 
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Mhada, SEET’s nurse counselor, is shown below with some of the recovering substance abusers and 

Henry. The man on the right is a car mechanic and wanted a picture showing that.   
 

                                    
When possible, we always give individual pictures to those whom we photograph. Often they want the 

picture with one of the staff or with Henry. 
 

Partners 

Health Tanzania, SEET, and BAHC are constantly working with other nonprofit and government 

partners to strengthen everyone’s impact in assisting the poor. Below are some of the partners. 

          

India 

Dr. John Obondo, Buguruni Anglican Health Centre’s medical director and SEET’s board chair, just 

returned from India. The IQRAA International Hospital and Research Centre in Calicut, Kerala State, 

sponsored him. For four months, Dr. Obondo learned more medicine and explored partnership 

opportunities to help the health program and people in Tanzania. The nonprofit IQRAA Hospital was 

established to fund and care for orphans. As part of their mission, they are now helping African health 

leaders and programs with training and supplies. 
 

As a follow-up, Mr. Faisal Babu, an administrator at IQRAA, visited Tanzania with Dr. Obondo to talk 

with national and local leaders and explore supplying Indian medications at low cost, further training 

partnerships, and family medicine training rotations. The following photo shows Dr. Obondo at a basic 

neonatal resuscitation class, one of the programs the Indian partners are pioneering. 
 

           
 

A meeting was held with Dr. Obondo, Henry, Dr. Abeid, one of Tanzania’s leading violence experts, 

Dr. Aghan, leader of the family medicine development group, and Mr. Faisal Babu, administrator from 

the International Hospital and Research Centre in India. 
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Tavico 

Henry is pictured with members of TAVICO, a community nonprofit that is partnering with SEET in 

identifying and helping the poor receive health screening, healthcare, education, and sustainable 

economic support. 

                                                                                                                    

St. Augustine’s English Medium Primary School   

In last year’s newsletter, we identified 10 orphans that needed support to attend school and, in some 

cases, to eat. Thanks to donor support, all of them have been helped. Below are the children and Alice 

the headmistress thanking Henry for the support. Below that are the three youngest orphans. 
 

                                    
 

                                  
 

This is Lisa and her mother. The mother was 

very sick; and during her illness, Lisa and her 

older sister Loveness received only the 

midmorning school porridge meals during the 

week and virtually nothing on the weekends. The 

mother is now healthy and back with her 

children and taking care of them.  
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Staff 
    

                                       

                                        
 

Martha is our retired and longtime receptionist/cashier who lives in a very rural area where she has a 

small farm. Some years ago, we provided her with a well and are now providing a pump since it is hard 

for her to pull the water buckets from the well. Above is Dr. Aghan, the director of SEET’s Centre for 

Family Medicine Development and Research, with his family. 
                        

                                         
 

Above is one of the health center’s nursing staff with his newly delivered baby and the mother. 

 

 

David is the IT and 

communications person 

who is now an assistant 

administrator. Esther is the 

new accountant at the 

health center. 
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Trips to Tanzania 

Much of the content of this newsletter is based on information obtained from the team in Tanzania by 

email or telephone calls. We thank Dr. Maxwell, Dr. Chilowaka, Dr. Obondo, Mr. Barua, Ms. Faidha 

Rashid, Mr. David Habibu, and Rev. Pearson Nhayo for their help. 
 

Need for volunteers  

We are constantly looking for volunteers both short- and long-term to help in the United States and in 

Tanzania. There is always a role. If you or someone you know may be interested, have them call, text, 

or email Henry to talk about possibilities at hdziegler@yahoo.com or 703-887-1574.  
 

Donations 

A donor is providing a match of up to $15,000. Please donate at this critical time and double the 

impact of your money. Every dollar you donate now will be matched with another dollar up to 

$15,000. Whenever possible, we obtain grants but most of our money comes directly from donors.  

 

Health Tanzania Foundation, our nonprofit foundation, has a tax-free status as a public charity, a 

501(c)(3). Please look us up at www.healthtanzania.org. In addition to finding out more about our 

programs, you can donate through PayPal at the website. You can designate what the donation is for 

and this will be honored. We are also on Amazon Smile, which means that 0.5% of any purchase will 

go to Health Tanzania. Just register on Amazon Smile and designate that the money earned is given to 

our nonprofit. 
 

In addition to making PayPal donations at our website, you can send donations to Health Tanzania 

Foundation, 1300 Crystal Drive, Apt. 605, Arlington, Virginia 22202  (our home address and the 

address for the foundation). Make any checks out to “Health Tanzania Foundation” and a receipt will 

be mailed to you. All donations are tax-deductible. 
 

We know that we are always asking for funds, but so little can do so much in Tanzania. With the 

Tanzanian shilling continuing to decrease in value when compared to the dollar, a little goes a long 

way and with the match it will be doubled. 
 

Please continue to pray for the health programs in Tanzania. 
 

May God Bless All of Us, Henry and Priscilla 
   

http://www.healthtanzania.org/
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Two children Henry saw 

at the health center. He 

loves to take photos of 

children, flowers, and 

animals. 


